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Qurra the book is attributed to Archimedes, the propositions cannot be his in their present form, since his name is several times mentioned in them; but it is quite likely that some of them are of Archimedean origin, notably those about the geometrical figures called &p{ir]Xo$ ('shoemaker's knife1) and o-aXLvois (probably ' salt-cellar') respectively and Prop. 8 bearing on the trisection of an angle.
There is also the Cattle-Problem in epigrammatic form, which purports by its heading to have been communicated by Archimedes to the mathematicians at Alexandria in a letter to Eratosthenes. Whether the epigrammatic form is due to Archimedes himself or not, there is .no sufficient reason for doubting the possibility that the substance of it was set as a problem by Archimedes.
Traces of lost works.
Of works which are lost we have the following traces.
 1.	Investigations relating to polyli.edra are referred to by
Pappus who, after  alluding to the five  regular  polyhe< Ira,
describes thirteen others discovered by Archimedes which are
semi-regular, being  contained   by  polygons   equilateral   and
equiangular but not all similar.1
 2.	There was a book of arithmetical content dedicated, to
Zeuxippus.    We learn from Archimedes himself that it dealt
with the 'iiamituj of nwinberx (KarovofAa^is t£>v d,pi6p.S>v)* and
expounded the system, which we. find in the tiand-reckoner, of
expressing numbers higher than those which could be written
in the ordinary Greek notation, numbers in fact (as we have
said) up to the enormous figure represented by 1 followed by
80,000 million million ciphers.
3.	One or more works on mechanics are alluded to contain
ing propositions not included in the extant treatise On Plane
Equilibriums.   Pappus mentions a work On Balances or Levers
(7T€pl ^uyo)*') in which it was proved (as it also was in Pinion's
and Heron's Mechanics) that 'greater circles overpower lesser
circles when they revolve about the same- centre V1   Heron, too,
speaks of writings  of Archimedes 'which   bear  the  title of

